What Truths I Have Learned For Myself After My 1st 60 Years:
1. In true reality there is no God (No Personal God) because we are all divine & we created
him through our belief systems collectively. We are “God” because our collective conscience
created the whole universe & we collectively decided to experience it in time & space. We
did such a perfect job of it we forgot who we really are (The Forgotten Gods). This is the
greatest conspiracy put on humankind by us & only a few conscience humans (-1%) realize
this. If they tell everybody they will be stoned, crucified or murder (kill) as so defined in
human history because they are threatening everyone’s brief system (their emotional
existence) even though that is what is imprisoning them from their own true self.
2. Whatever you have to do to stay out of Prison do it because they take your life away not
only the time you spend in there (you loss everything have had) but more important the rest
of your life they own you. Just try to rent or buy a home or have a job and a family once you
get out.
3. Women are the ones who are after you but you think you are after them and that is exactly
what they would you to think. Once they use you up (assists & energy) or they can no longer
dominate you they get rid of you (divorce (legally) or death (they will kill you) and you pay for
everything while they do it then they just go and get another victim. Women are superior
physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually so they feel you have to pay them for their
presence and if you do not they get every up set and make you pay big time.
4. Life’s Key to Happiness is to become a Blade of Grass in a field of grass. So you can do
whatever you need to do without anyone interfering with what you are doing & do it.
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